Introduction

About these
resources

The Readers
The activities in this Pack
are designed to work
with and alongside these
six reading books. They
are available singly or in
money-saving packs of six.

This pack is made up of a CD-ROM of eBooks and a
Teacher’s Book of notes and photocopiable resource
sheets. As a teaching resource for Entry Level 1-2 it
complements the six titles in the ‘Scary Things’ series:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scared of Bullies?
Scared of the Dark?
Scared of Dogs?
Scared of Getting Lost?
Scared of Injections?
Scared of Spiders?

Contact our distributor:
Phone: 01606 836699
Fax: 01606 836655
Email: orders@senpress.co.uk
Or visit our website: www.senpress.
co.uk

It includes many follow-up activities, and offers teachers
two key teaching tools:
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• The facility to give whiteboard lessons
• The facility to make and save changes to the
text, offering opportunities to make abridged or
personalised versions for individual students

Sally was bullied at her last school.
Now she is settled at a new school,
and she tells a friend what
happened.

Key themes in the book:
Disorientation and getting lost, common-sense
measures to take, staying calm, stranger-danger,
asking for help, procedures to rehearse.

ENDORSED
BY

ENDORSED
BY

SEN Press produces easy-to-read, age-

SEN Press produces easy-to-read, age-

appropriate titles relevant to the teaching of

appropriate titles relevant to the teaching of

PSHCE for the 14–19 age group. They have

The CD-ROM

SEN
Press

PSHCE for the 14–19 age group. They have

direct relevance to ASDAN Transition

SEN

Challenge and Towards Independence and

Press

other nationally accredited Life Skills courses.

£4.99

direct relevance to ASDAN Transition
Challenge and Towards Independence and
other nationally accredited Life Skills courses.
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110871 Injections Cover:Scared of Injections Cover

Instructions for installing the CD-ROM can be found on
the opposite page.
Scared of

E-books with editable story text
Audio read-throughs
Contrast reduction option on text
Pdfs of all the Resource Sheets in the Teacher Book

Key themes in the book:
Personal safety, dangers (real and imagined),
feelings of fear and anxiety,
independence.

SEN Press produces easy-to-read, age-

SEN Press produces easy-to-read, age-

appropriate titles relevant to the teaching of

appropriate titles relevant to the teaching of
PSHCE for the 14–19 age group. They have

direct relevance to ASDAN Transition

SEN

Challenge and Towards Independence and

Press

other nationally accredited Life Skills courses.

£4.99

direct relevance to ASDAN Transition
Challenge and Towards Independence and
other nationally accredited Life Skills courses.
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Single copy:
978-1-905579-02-0
Six Copy Pack:
978-1-905579-12-9
110856 Scared of Spiders Cover:Scared of getting lost Cover
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The Teacher Book
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Scared of
Spiders?

Some people are really scared of
spiders. When Lucy goes on holiday
she’s upset to find a spider in her
bedroom. In fact, there seems to be
spiders everywhere. Is there anything
she can do?
Key themes in the book:
Our own fears and phobias and those of others,
talking about them, positive thinking, brothers and
sisters, teasing, attitudes to killing insects, holidays.

Key themes in the book:
Understanding dogs and their behaviour; bad early
experiences and how they affect people; sharing your
fears and considering sensible steps to overcome
them; other people’s fears.
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Scared of
Dogs?

SEN Press produces easy-to-read, age-

SEN Press produces easy-to-read, age-

appropriate titles relevant to the teaching of
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PSHCE for the 14–19 age group. They have
Press
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Scared of
Spiders?

When he was younger Paul was
scared by a big dog. Now he is
scared of all dogs. Is it just him, or
do other people have things that
scare them?

SEN
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Scared of
Dogs?

£4.99

Single copy:
978-1-905579-46-4
Six Copy Pack:
978-1-905579-47-1
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This contains a commentary on the individual titles and
an introduction to the series as a whole.
Page-by-page teacher notes for each book
Explanations of the CD-ROM’s basic functions
Notes on the eBooks
Hard copies of all photocopiable Resource Sheets
(you may copy these freely)
• Ideas for discussion and further activities

Scared of
Injections?

ENDORSED
BY

PSHCE for the 14–19 age group. They have
Press

SCARY THINGS

Key themes in the book:
Accidents, basic first aid, going to an accident and
emergency department, anxieties and fears, fainting,
other situations requiring injections.

ENDORSED
BY
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When Scott cuts his finger badly
he has to go to hospital for
treatment. He doesn’t mind the
blood, but having an injection is
another matter!

David has been at a friend’s house,
and it is now dark. How will he get
on coming home? What sort of risks
will he take? Would this scare you?

£4.99

13:51

Scaredof
of
Scared
Injections?
the Dark?

the Dark?

The CD-ROM contains both the text and illustrations of
the six titles listed above, as well as a number of other
valuable features:

13/7/07

Single copy:
978-1-905579-08-2
Six Copy Pack:
978-1-905579-18-1
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•
•
•
•

SEN

Press

Single copy:
978-1-905579-38-9
Six Copy Pack:
978-1-905579-39-6

As long as you have purchased the Activity Pack, no
extra site licences are needed.

•
•
•
•

Scared of
Getting Lost?

Jason is now 17,
but he still remembers the day
he got lost at the seaside.

Key themes in the book:
Different forms of bullying; enduring
bullying without help; the effects of
bullying; when to involve parents and
teachers; telling on others – right or wrong?

£4.99

SCARY THINGS

Scaredof
of
Scared
Getting Lost?
Bullies?

Scared of
Bullies?

SEN

direct relevance to ASDAN Transition

Press

Challenge and Towards Independence and
other nationally accredited Life Skills courses.

£4.99

SEN
Press

direct relevance to ASDAN Transition

Challenge and Towards Independence and

other nationally accredited Life Skills courses.

Single copy:
978-1-905579-48-8
Six Copy Pack:
978-1-905579-49-5

SEN
Press

Single copy:
978-1-905579-34-1
Six Copy Pack:
978-1-905579-35-8

Browse and buy at
www.senpress.co.uk
Read about our eBook Library
and our other series:
Relationships, Work Experience,
Everyday Challenges, Simple Meals,
Scary Things, Ups and Downs.
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Introduction
The resource sheets
You are free to copy these sheets freely for use in your school/college.
There are nine resource sheets for each book:

the book and activities FEEDBACK sheet

Students write a sentence or two giving their views on the book and activities they’ve just tackled and
think about anything they might have learned.

Student record sheet

A record sheet for the teacher to record the various activities undertaken by the student in this part of the
topic, and the level achieved.

How well did you read?

Ten simple true or false questions related to the text.

cover sheet

A sheet for students to decorate, and use as a cover for their resource sheets folder.

words and pictures

Match ten words with illustrations from the book.

picture search

Search the book for six illustrations, then write a sentence about each of them.

Keyword flashcards

Sixteen related words taken from the text. These need to be printed onto card and cut up.

Wordsearch

Key words chosen from the flashcards.

Spot the Difference

An illustration from the book with six details changed.
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